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SYMMETRYTM RETROFIT SOLUTIONS
RETROFIT OVERVIEW
AMAG’s history of providing scalable and backward compatible
security management solutions ensures an investment in a
Symmetry System is always protected through its open
architecture platform. Access control, intrusion and video
management solutions continuously evolve and change over the
years. If you have an access control or security management
system and are facing one of these issues:
 Discontinuance of product due to ageing scenario or company
closure
 Antiquated and doesn’t meet your needs any longer
 Expansion limitations deny you the growth you need
 Facing expensive upgrade of older hardware to current
technology

AMAG HAS A SOLUTION FOR YOU!
If your product is aging and your older system limits the growth
you need, you may want a retrofit solution, AMAG’s Symmetry
Security Management System is the answer. Protect your
existing hardware investment when you install Symmetry access
control software. Regardless of the current product you have
installed, you can upgrade your aging or discontinued system
quickly, easily and affordably with Symmetry. Reuse the same
cards, readers, and wiring infrastructure, saving installation time
and expense, and minimizing downtime.

Symmetry ensures your retrofit to an
upgraded SMS is painless:
 Feature set includes integrated access control, IP video and
intrusion detection functionality.
 AMAG Pro-Services can frequently provide the ability to
capture alarms from the existing system into Symmetry,
allowing side-by-side smooth transition while managing a
single interface. No need to change lagacy resistors or device
wiring in many cases.
 AMAG assists with migration planning and data conversion to
ensure a successful transition.

AMAG provides cost effective solutions:
 Purpose-built hardware features designed to make the
retrofit fast and effortless.
 The cost to install and maintain a PACS from AMAG is a
fraction compared to other options.
 AMAG builds backward compatibility into our solutions so
there is no requirement to upgrade hardware while staying
current with software.
 AMAG develops long-term partnerships with our customers.
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VISUALIZER ENCODERS:

UPGRADE AGING VIDEO TECHNOLOGY
Keeping your security system up to date ensures you have the
latest hardware and software securing your premises, people
and assets. AMAG’s Symmetry Visualizer Encoders digitize
analog video signals and send digital images directly over an IP
network, such as a LAN, intranet or Internet. It essentially
converts an analog video system into a network video system
and enables users to view live images using a Web browser or
video management software on any local or remote computer
on a network. Visualizer is available in 1, 4, up to 12 and up to
40 channels, and comes standard with advanced motion
detection. Video analytics are available on all models, allowing
existing cameras to act as sensors to detect threats and
increase efficiency. Visualizer Encoders work with Symmetry
software as well as other VMS platforms such as Milestone,
Salient and OnSSI.
AMAG Technology’s scope of scalable Symmetry Security
Management Systems delivers the most intelligent security
integration platform offered on the market. With software
based on .NET architecture from Microsoft© technology, the
Symmetry Product Portfolio expands with an organization as
needs change. Unlike other security management systems,
Symmetry comes standard with Identity Management and
Visitor Management functionality, and seamlessly integrates
with Symmetry IDS and IP video management modules to
provide a complete cohesive solution. A Homeland version of
Symmetry is also available for organizations needing to comply
with government requirements. AMAG’s easy to use Symmetry
SMS is the trusted choice for numerous applications in every
major industry.
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SR CONTROLLERS:

RETROFIT SOLUTIONS FOR AGING SECURITY
SYSTEMS
For replacement of aging “backplane architecture” products
using F/2F reader communications, the Symmetry Retrofit
Series access control panels utilize a pluggable backplane
architecture that fits into a compact enclosure. Its high
density, form factor design is fully interoperable with
Symmetry’s multiNODE M2150 and EN series controllers. The
Symmetry SR series, with built in database and support for up
to 16 card readers, easily expands using plug-in door
controllers and I/O modules, allowing a retrofit for any size
system.

M2150 SERIES CONTROLLERS:
REPLACEMENT CONTROLLERS FOR
INTRUSION DETECTION SOLUTIONS

M2150 Controllers offer the ability to capture alarms from an
MDI system into Symmetry system allowing side-byside smooth transition while managing a single interface inside
the Symmetry Software. There is no need to change EOL
resistors or device wiring as the M2150 panels support MDI
input loops and end-of-line resistor values. As with our other
retrofit solutions AMAG offers Professional Services to assist

For more information or a free
Symmetry TM demo, we invite you to
contact an AMAG Regional Sales Manager
or our Business Development team.

phone: 310-518-2380
e-mail: sales@amag.com
visit our site at www.amag.com
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